is working for you!
Foundation & Friends Fundraising Updates
Patient driven fundraising

WHF was the proud benefactor of proceeds from a Valentine's
Day ball held in Nashville, Tennessee. Organizers of the benefit
were mother and daughter team Mary Bell and Maria C.
Witherspoon with support of husband and father Dennis and
oldest daughter DeAndrea. After Mary Bell experienced
firsthand the importance of wound healing, she realized most
people were not aware and were not educated about the need
for optimal wound healing. Mary Bell proposed they raise funds
specifically for WHF. Their efforts raise $500 and they are
already planning their next event. Money raised by the
Witherspoons is earmarked for future pressure ulcer related
grants and education. Please join us in thanking the
Witherspoon family and watch for updates.

Buy this book

Enroll in
Go to www.goodsearch.com to get started and
enter Wound Healing Foundation as your cause to
support. When you search the Internet or purchase
goods online, you contribute to the WHF scholarship
fund.

Use the link
below for 15%
discount!
The editors and authors of the book Basic
Biology and Clinical Aspects of Inflammation
gave ALL of their royalties to the WHF! Go to:
http://ebooks.benthamscience.com/book/97816810
82271 to support research for young

The Goodsearch & Goodshop programs are secure
and do not cost you or the WHF anything. The
money comes from online advertisers as part of
their agreement with Goodsearch. This a great place
to get coupons and have between 1 and 20% of the
purchase donated back to the WHF.

investigators. You can purchase the chapters you
It takes less than 2 minutes to get started and the
want or the entire e-book. Thank you to the
scholarship you fund could be your own!
publisher and all of the generous participants!
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